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Valentine's Day Gift Guide: Best Gifts For Paris Lovers

Even if you can't travel there now, you can always have Paris.

Corbis via Getty Images

Paris is always a good idea – and so are these Paris-inspired gifts.

Whether you’re buying for someone who’s never been there or someone who can’t wait to go back, these gifts
for Francophiles are the next best thing to being there. They’re guaranteed to elicit response of “J’adore!”

Macarons from Laduree
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Macarons from Laduree

Goldbelly

It’s impossible to think of Paris without immediately conjuring up images of the melt-in-your-mouth macarons
from Laduree, one of the city’s first and most beloved tea salons. Laduree has been baking luxury sweets for
more than a century and a half and you can rest assured that they’ve perfected them. This exclusive Valentine’s
Day box includes six passion fruit heart-shaped macarons, six rose-flavored Valentine-printed macarons and
six macarons coated with chocolate. Délicieux! Price: $62

Chef Daniel’s French Madeleine Kit by Daniel Boulud Kitchen from Goldbelly

Chef Daniel’s French Madeleine Kit by Daniel Boulud Kitchen from Goldbelly

Goldbelly

Michelin-starred chef Daniel Boulud is widely celebrated for, well, so many palate-popping dishes but his roots
are in French tradition and nowhere is that more apparent than in the signature madeleines he serves at the
end of the meal in every one of his restaurants. This classic French pastry is like a little bite of love, and the
much-honored chef spreads the love by giving you the opportunity to create them yourself. Don’t worry – the
kit comes with the mold, five piping bags of madeleine batter ready to pour, a pastry brush, clarified butter
and even a shaker of powdered sugar. Price: $105

Hot Chocolate from Angelina
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Hot Chocolate from Angelina

Angelina

If you’ve been lucky enough to have had a cup (or two or five) of hot chocolate at Angelina on the Rue di
Rivoli, you know that no superlatives do it justice. This creamy, rich beverage is famous around the world for
good reason – it may actually be the best hot chocolate in the world. These at-home versions are the closest
you can get without actually being there and they always sell out quickly so you’d be crazy not to buy one
for yourself, too.

French Kiss Classic Brilliant Pair from TokyoMilk
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French Kiss Classic Brilliant Pair from TokyoMilk

TokyoMilk

TokyoMilk’s tres gorgeous packaging is a treasured gift in itself – and that’s before it’s even opened. Inside,
the luxurious Handcreme and Parfum combo is graced with Mandarin, Tuberose, Gardenia and Vetiver, and
will make you feel chic and confident. This would make a lovely Galentine’s Day gift. Price: $60

Colette’s Eiffel Long Sleeve Classic Stretch Jersey PJ Set from Bedhead Pajamas
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Colette’s Eiffel Long Sleeve Classic Stretch Jersey PJ Set from Bedhead Pajamas

Bedhead Pajamas

Made from organically grown cotton jersey, these super comfy pajamas have such a stylish look, you’ll want to
wear them all day. In fact, if you throw on some jewelry, the top just might pass for work attire on a Zoom call,
inspiring a Paris background or two. Attention to detail is key here, with contrast knit piping and – hallelujah
– side pockets. Price: $120

Paris Grocery Tote from Maptote

Paris Grocery Tote from Maptote

Maptote

Take a hint from Parisians, who casually carry around their own bags to pick up fresh items from their favorite
markets, and toss this roomy canvas tote over your shoulder. Adorned with some of the city’s most iconic
sights, it will let you imagine you’re walking through the 3rd Arrondissement even if you’re filling your bag with
clothes to drop off at the dry cleaner rather than baguettes and fromage. Price: $20

Le Moderne Notebook from Papier
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Le Moderne Notebook from Papier

Papier

This beautiful notebook from Papier is perfect for practicing your French, planning your Paris vacation or
recording your experiences once you actually get there. Available in four colors, you get to choose from
hardcover or soft, and paper that’s lined, plain or bullet/dotted. You can personalize the front however you
like but we love the Chanel-like touch of “Le Cahier,” which means “the notebook” in French, followed by No.
1, starting a series of keepsake journals. Be sure to check out the rest of their French Fancy Collection, as
well. Price: From $20.99

Paris in a Day Jigsaw Puzzle from Piece & Love by eeBoo

Paris in a Day Jigsaw Puzzle from Piece & Love by eeBoo

Piece & Love by eeBoo
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This award-winning puzzle takes you right to the heart of Paris, where you can put together the pieces of
a post-pandemic itinerary covering the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame and the Sacré-Cœur while enjoying the
boulangeries, epiceries and fleuristes that make up Parisian street life. Delightfully Illustrated by Jennifer Orkin
Lewis, this is a fun way to travel until you can actually get there in person. Price: $21.99

Lunar New Year Gift Set by Lady M Confections

Lunar New Year Gift Set by Lady M Confections

Goldbelly

Shake up your Valentine’s Day celebration with a collection of sweets that’s over the moon. Iconic Japanese-
French bakery Lady M Confections — creator of the world-renowned Mille Crepes Cake — has curated a
Lunar New Year gift set that is so innovative, you’ll want to keep the red, pink and gold packaging long after
you’ve polished off the treats. Lady M is all about combining French techniques with Japanese sensibilities,
and this exclusive set from the Bon Bon Collection is filled with Lucky Tangerines Gummy, Year of the Ox
Gummy, Prosperity Pink Almonds, Harmony Hazelnuts, Golden Orb Puffs and chocolate New Year Coins. It
even comes with eight lucky red envelopes in case you want to — ha ha ha ha! — share. Price: $75

Mindful Embroidery: Stitch Your Way to Relaxation with Charming European Street Scenes by Charles
Henry and Elin Petronella
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The cover of Mindful Embroidery: Stitch Your Way to Relaxation with Charming European Street Scenes ... [+]

Charles and Elin

Adorable husband and wife Charles and Elin have developed a loyal following by teaching a new generation
the art of hand embroidery, and we’re not talking about your grandma’s samplers. Charles and Elin offer
patterns and classes to help you recreate gorgeous little street scenes from some of the world’s most beloved
cities, with an emphasis on Paris, where their own love story began. They’ll have you in stitches as you learn
to embroider the Eiffel Tower, the alleys of Montmarte and the lovely view from their first apartment on Avenue
de Breteuil. Their new book is as much travelogue as how-to, and it raises the idea of armchair traveling to
a whole new level. Hoop dreams, indeed. Price: $22.99

Cour des Vosges Robe from Evok Hotels
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Cour des Vosges Robe from Evok Hotels

Evok Hotels

Wrap yourself in this luxurious Garnier-Thiebaut robe straight from the bathrooms of Cour des Vosges, a 17th
century residence turned five-star hotel in the Marais district. Cour des Vosges is one of Paris’ four five-star
Evok Hotels, each of which offers its own unique bathrobe. This one features an image of the Cour des Vosges
façade so you can imagine yourself lounging in your elegant room or suite in the only hotel with a view of the
Place des Vosges. Price: $199

Paris Votive Trio Candle Set from Hotel Lobby Candle
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Paris Votive Trio Candle Set from Hotel Lobby Candle

Allie Provost

With a whiff of Paris, these pretty-in-pink candles will transform any space into your own City of Light. There’s
Linen, with notes of pink pepper, linen and sandalwood; Rose, with rose de mai, white cedar and musk; and
Cassis, with crème de cassis, blackcurrant and tonka bean. Handmade from natural soy, each candle has a
20 hour burn time, giving you plenty of time to binge-watch Emily in Paris. Price: $74

DIY Beret with Pom Pom Kit from Genevieve Rose Atelier

DIY Beret with Pom Pom Kit from Genevieve Rose Atelier

Genevieve Rose Atelier

Nothing says Paris like a beret, and this crafty kit from milliner extraordinaire Genevieve Rose lets you
customize your own. Equipped with everything you need, including wool, instructions and a signature felt
beret in the color of your choice, this is a special gift for a fashionista. There are also kits for embroidering
or appliqueing a beret. Price: $46

Iconic Paris Coloring Book from Workman Publishing
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Iconic Paris Coloring Book from Workman Publishing

Workman Publishing

Color and send postcards of Parisian landmarks right from your home with this delightful little book. Illustrator
Emily Isabella has recreated 24 scenes on high-quality 5” x 7” card stock, which you can color any way you
see fit. Easy to detach, you can then frame or mail them to show your loved ones where you’ve been traveling
in your imagination during your time at home. Color us impressed. Price: $9.95

Fragrance Travel Case from Veronique Gabai
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Fragrance Travel Case from Veronique Gabai

Veronique Gabai

Scent is a French woman’s staple, and Veronique Gabai has crafted a fragrance travel case that’s worthy
of being called jewelry. Born in the Cote d’Azur, Gabai is passionate about French style, which this stunning
piece has in spades. It holds a 10 ml spray of any of her distinctive perfumes, which you can interchange
to match your mood. The case slips easily into a pocket or purse, and is as memorable as her fragrances
themselves. Price: $150

Salted Caramel Chocolate Truffles from Universal Yums
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Salted Caramel Chocolate Truffles from Universal Yums

Universal Yums

Universal Yums gives you access to treats from around the world, and these French truffles will quickly become
a favorite. Combining buttery caramel with gourmet sea salt with silky smooth chocolate, they are a can’t-
miss. Price: $6.10

Paris Street Maps Carafe from Well Told

Paris Street Maps Carafe from Well Told
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Well Told

This sleek glass vessel is etched with the streets of Paris and is a stunning conversation piece. Whether you
use it as a wine decanter, a vase, a juice pitcher or simply keep it on your bedside table for water, it’s as
practical as it is beautiful. Price: $34.50

Paris View Decal from Chasing Paper x Darcy Miller

Paris View Decal from Chasing Paper x Darcy Miller

Chasing Paper

If you’ve always dreamed of seeing the Eiffel Tower out of your window, this is the next best thing to actually
having a room with a view. This easy-to-apply skyline decal makes you feel like you’re sitting in your cute little
Paris apartment, looking out over your balcony. It comes in two sizes and provides a much-needed escape
when you’re stuck inside a not-so-cute little apartment that’s not in Paris. Price: From $40

Paris Diamond Art from Diamond Art Club
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Paris Diamond Art from Diamond Art Club

Diamond Art Club

With its sparkly cityscape, La Ville Lumiere is the ideal subject for diamond art, the hot trend for crafters. This
all-in-one kit comes with everything you need to complete your own masterpiece. Illustrator Olha Darchuk has
captured the essence of the city and proven that, even on a misty day, it’s dreamy. Price: $44.99

Eiffel Tower Tour Flat Wrap from Paper Source
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Eiffel Tower Tour Flat Wrap from Paper Source

Paper Source

Whatever you gift, wrap it in this statement-making paper emblazoned with the Eiffel Tower and unique
ephemera. The vintage print is worthy of framing and your recipient will want to take their time opening and
savoring it. Because what’s inside has a high bar to meet, you may consider using it to wrap a couple of airline
tickets to Paris for next year. Price: $8.95

Lois Alter MarkContributor
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